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Shock-driven implosions of thin-shell capsules, or “exploding pushers,” generate low-density,

high-temperature plasmas in which hydrodynamic instability growth is negligible and kinetic effects

can play an important role. Data from implosions of thin deuterated-plastic shells with

hydroequivalent D3He gas fills ranging from pure deuterium to pure 3He [H. G. Rinderknecht et al.,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, 135001 (2014)] were obtained to evaluate non-hydrodynamic fuel-shell mix

mechanisms. Simulations of the experiments including reduced ion kinetic models support ion

diffusion as an explanation for these data. Several additional kinetic mechanisms are investigated and

compared to the data to determine which are important in the experiments. Shock acceleration of

shell deuterons is estimated to introduce mix less than or comparable to the amount required to

explain the data. Beam-target mechanisms are found to produce yields at most an order of magnitude

less than the observations. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4876615]

I. INTRODUCTION

In Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF), mix of the fuel

and shell material is detrimental to the implosion perform-

ance, as the introduction of high-Z elements from the shell

into the fusion fuel enhances radiative energy loss, reducing

the peak pressure of the fuel and consequently the fusion

yield.1 Hydrodynamic instabilities, such as Rayleigh-Taylor

(RT), Kelvin-Helmholtz, and Richtmyer-Meshkov, have

been extensively studied in laser-driven implosions and in

planar plasmas to quantify the contributions of these mecha-

nisms to mix.2–7 Non-hydrodynamic mechanisms such as

diffusive mass flow8,9 and shock reflection of charged par-

ticles10 can also lead to ion transport and fuel-shell mix.

However, non-hydrodynamic mix mechanisms, which may

occur during the shock phase of ignition implosions when

the fuel is in a kinetic regime, have not previously been

explored experimentally. Low shell-mass “exploding

pusher” targets are known to have minimal hydrodynamic

instability growth due to negligible deceleration phase con-

vergence, providing an experimental platform to study ki-

netic mechanisms.11,12

Thick deuterated plastic (CD) shells filled with either
3He13,14 or tritium gas15–18 have previously been used to

study hydrodynamic mix mechanisms during the compres-

sion phase of ablatively driven implosions. D3He- or

DT-fusion reactions in such experiments are only expected

to occur in regions where fuel and shell material have been

atomically mixed. Experiments on OMEGA have shown that

the shock yield from such ablatively driven implosions is

below the measurement threshold, from which it is inferred

that negligible fuel-shell mix occurs prior to the shock bang--

time.13,14 This finding was in agreement with the expecta-

tions from hydrodynamic mix models, which predict that

fuel-shell mix only occurs during the deceleration phase

when hydrodynamic instability growth is substantial.

In contrast, a series of kinetic mix experiments per-

formed using thin CD-shells filled with pure 3He demon-

strated significant fuel-shell mix prior to the deceleration

phase.19 Hydrodynamic instability growth was shown to be

negligible prior to the deceleration phase, which means that

a non-hydrodynamic mix mechanism must be invoked to

explain the data. Ion diffusion was proposed as one plausible

explanation of these results, by generating a thin mix-layer

near the fuel-shell interface prior to shock-bang time. Other

kinetic effects, such as shock acceleration of light ions in the

shell, may also play an important role, and such mechanisms

are studied here as possible contributing factors.

The impact of the kinetic processes examined herein, in

particular shock acceleration, on hot-spot ignition designs is

under investigation. Recent ignition designs include four

shocks, which are timed to coalesce near the inside surface

of the DT-ice layer, generating a single strong shock that tra-

verses the fill gas.20 Kinetic fuel-shell mixing associated

with shock traversal of the fuel-shell interface may occur in

a)Paper GI3 5, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 58, 106 (2013).
b)Invited speaker.
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ignition experiments.10 Between shock coalescence and the

compression phase, the ignition fuel plasmas are comparable

to those produced in exploding pusher implosions. The igni-

tion DT-gas fill is low-density (q¼ 0.3 mg/cc) and strongly

shocked (M� 10–50), comparable to expectations for the ki-

netic mix experiments (q¼ 0.49 mg/cc, M � 10). Kinetic

physics in the strongly shocked gas is a subject of active

investigation, as such processes may modify the initial con-

ditions for compression, influencing the evolution of ignition

targets later in time.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses

the experimental design of the thin CD-shell mix study,

including details ruling out the influence of ablation front

instabilities in Sec. II A. Section III presents additional data

from the experiments. The nuclear data are analyzed by com-

parison to simulations including Reduced Ion Kinetic (RIK)

models21 in Sec. IV A. In Sec. IV B, several kinetic mecha-

nisms are investigated to determine to what extent they

contribute to the observed results, including in particular

shock-acceleration of charged particles in Sec. IV B 1 and

beam-target models in Sec. IV B 2. The conclusions are pre-

sented in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The experiments were performed at the 60-beam

OMEGA laser system.22 Spherical capsules with a diameter

of 860 lm and a 5.1 lm-thick deuterated plastic (CD) wall

were filled with various mixtures of deuterium and 3He gas.

A constant fuel mass density of 0.49 mg/cc was used for the

fills of pure deuterium, pure 3He, and 50:50 atomic D3He, in

order to maintain hydroequivalence.23 This condition main-

tains equal pressure, temperature and density profile evolu-

tion for all implosions, to zeroth order.24 A 0.1 lm outer

layer of Aluminum was deposited on the targets to reduce

the permeation rate of the fill gas. Targets were imploded

using 1 ns square laser pulses, delivering either 30 kJ of laser

energy, or 23 kJ of laser energy with smoothing by spectral

dispersion to reduce the high-mode nonuniformities in the

wave front.25 Distributed phase plates were used in all cases

to generate a fourth-order super-Gaussian beam profile.26

The expected evolution of these implosions is shown in

Figure 1, which presents a simulation of the above conditions

using the 1D-radiation-hydrodynamic code HYADES.27 A

predicted x-ray preheat of the CD-shell to 20 eV was

included in these simulations, which has the effect of causing

the CD material to blow down by �20 lm prior to shock

breakout at �250 ps. These thin-shelled “exploding pusher”

capsules produce nuclear yield, called “shock yield,” primar-

ily from heating of the fuel by the shock during its rebound

from the center of the implosion at approximately 0.7 ns. In

thick-shelled implosions with substantial remaining shell

mass, shock-bang time is immediately followed by the decel-

eration phase and shell compression of the fuel. The remain-

ing shell material can significantly compress the fuel and

generate a second period of nuclear yield production, termed

“compression yield.” However in these experiments, the

CD-shell has burned through prior to deceleration at approxi-

mately 0.5 ns, and the remaining CD plasma density is

roughly comparable to the fuel plasma density. The effects

of this can be seen in the trajectory of the fuel-shell interface

after the shock rebound, when the remaining mass is too

small to significantly compress and heat the fuel. Little com-

pression yield is expected.

A. Ablation front stability

The impact of hydrodynamic instabilities on these tar-

gets, including RT instability seeded by laser imprint,

Richtmyer-Meshkov instability at the fuel-shell interface,

and RT instability during the deceleration phase has been

shown to be negligible.19 The RT instability growth at the

ablation front early in time seeded by initial capsule surface

roughness was also studied and found not to significantly

impact the implosions. Initial surface mode amplitudes were

measured by Atomic-Force Microscopy (AFM). The RMS

peak amplitude of the initial surface roughness is 0.56 lm,

including modes ‘¼ 2 to 1000. This value is dominated by

low-order modes: the RMS amplitude is reduced to 0.15 lm

for modes ‘> 5. Simulated 1D profiles were used to deter-

mine the time-dependent Atwood number A ¼ ðqh �
qlÞ=ðqh þ qlÞ and local acceleration a. For each timestep in

these simulations, the unstable region was identified using

the general instability condition rP � rq < 0,28 and the

maximum growth rate for each mode cðt; ‘Þ ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
AðtÞaðtÞkð‘Þ

p
was determined, where k(‘) is the wavenum-

ber of the mode. Using the measured power spectrum and

simulated peak growth rate at each time step, the expected

amplitude at time t for modes up to 1000 was estimated as

the initial amplitude multiplied by the growth factorQt
0 exp cðtiÞDti½ �. The peak mode amplitudes at burn-through

are shown in Figure 2, at which time they reach a maximum

RMS of 0.69 lm. Modes above ‘� 300 have exceeded the

regime of linear growth as defined by the Haan saturation

criterion.29 Assuming full atomic fuel-shell mixing, this am-

plitude is an order of magnitude smaller than the approxi-

mately 10 lm mix layer that was shown to be necessary to

explain the data.19 Central to this discussion is that this

FIG. 1. Lagrangian mass element profiles simulated for a 30-kJ implosion of

a 5.1 lm CD shell (blue) filled with 0.49 mg/cc pure 3He (grey). The

1D-radiation-hydrodynamic code HYADES was used for this simulation.

The inward trajectory of the fuel-shell interface (black) is interrupted by the

rebounding shock (red dotted), initiating a brief deceleration phase. Shock

burn occurs when the rebounding shock locally heats and compresses the

fuel to fusion-relevant conditions.
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treatment overestimates the expected growth, as it does not

account for the stabilizing effect of the ablation velocity.4

This analysis reaffirms the previous finding that hydrody-

namic instability growth is not sufficient to explain the high

levels of mix observed in these experiments.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The yields of 14.7 MeV protons from the D-3He fusion

reaction were measured using multiple Wedge-Range-Filter

(WRF) proton spectrometers and the Charged Particle

Spectrometers (CPS1 and CPS2).30 D3He-proton yields

above 1010 were produced both by capsules containing 50:50

D-3He mixtures and by capsules containing pure 3He. The

measured nuclear yields from the D-D fusion reaction were

also above 1010, using the neutron Time-of-Flight (nTOF)

diagnostic suite for neutrons31 and CPS1 and CPS2 for the

charged particles. A nuclear bang time of 780 6 50 ps was

recorded on one of the hydroequivalent D2-filled implosions

using the Neutron Temporal Diagnostic (NTD).32 A laser

absorption fraction of 41% 6 1% in the 23 kJ implosions was

recorded by full aperture backscatter stations (FABS).33 The

recorded bang time and absorption fraction were used to con-

strain simulations of these implosions.

The recorded yields are presented in Figure 3(a), and the

ratio of observed yield to expected yields from 1D HYADES

simulations (“yield-over-clean” or YOC) is presented in

Figure 3(b). In all CD-shell experiments, the DD-neutron

yield is of the order of 1010. This is in reasonable agreement

with 1D-simulations, which predict nuclear yield of approxi-

mately 2–3� 1010 from the CD shell in addition to yield

from the fuel. D3He-proton yields are measured above 1010

for both pure 3He- and D3He-filled targets. YOC is shown

both including and excluding the CD-shell DD-neutron

yield, assuming that the shell yield is the same in all experi-

ments with the same laser energy, and is equal to the total

neutron yield from the pure 3He-filled experiments. Both

DD-neutron and D3He-proton YOC values are comparable

to those reported for thin-glass exploding pushers filled with

similar levels of 50:50 D3He fuel.12 The neutron yield from

the shell appears to be somewhat better modeled

(YOC¼ 50%) than yield from the gas (YOC¼ 20%–40%).

Recent experiments imploding identical targets with a

shorter 0.6 ns laser impulse at the same peak power as the

23 kJ implosions produced comparable results.

Burn-averaged ion temperatures were inferred from the

Doppler-broadened line width of DD-neutrons for all experi-

ments, as shown in Figure 4. The measured temperatures

agree well with simulations for the pure 3He-filled experi-

ments, and fall between the simulated shell-only and simu-

lated total burn-average ion temperature for the implosions

with D2 fill. As with the yields, there is better agreement

between measured and simulated temperatures for experi-

ments where the yield is produced only in the CD. Both of

these results are possibly due to the lower burn temperatures

and higher average-Z in the remaining shell material, which

produces �20� shorter ion-ion mean-free-paths during burn

as compared to the hot, low-Z fuel. The hydrodynamic equa-

tions assume short mean-free-paths relative to zone size, and

are therefore more valid during burn in the shell than in the

fuel.

IV. ANALYSIS

As reported previously,19 the yield of D3He-protons from

pure 3He-filled targets was essentially identical to the yield

from targets filled with a hydroequivalent 50:50 D:3He

FIG. 2. The expected amplitude of perturbations at the ablation front at shell

burn-through (t� 0.5 ns) as estimated from 1D-simulations. Atomic-force

microscopy measurements of the capsule roughness were used for initial

amplitudes (blue dashed). At burn-through, all non-saturated modes (blue

solid) are at least an order of magnitude smaller than the distance between

the region of peak instability and the fuel-shell interface (black dashed).

Modes above ‘� 300 reach the saturation amplitude (red dotted).

FIG. 3. (a) Nuclear yields of D3He-protons (solid diamonds, red) and

DD-neutrons (open diamonds, blue) from implosions of deuterated plastic

shells filled with hydroequivalent mixtures of D2 (2 shots), D3He (2 shots)

or 3He gas (1 shot at 30 kJ, 2 shots at 23 kJ). Experiments performed at 30 kJ

and 23 kJ showed similar levels of mix as inferred from D3He-proton yields.

(b) YOC compared to 1D-HYADES simulations. DD-neutron YOC is

shown for both total yield (open diamonds, blue) and corrected to remove

the shell yield contribution (x, blue). The correction assumes that the experi-

mental shell yield is the same for all experiments with the same laser power,

as in the simulations.
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mixture and imploded with identical laser conditions. It has

been conclusively shown that the observed D3He-proton

yields in the pure 3He implosions are the product of fuel-shell

mix and that this mix is not hydrodynamic in nature.

A. Nuclear yields

The application of analytical models of yield production

as a function of mix and deuterium fraction to the data was

attempted, as described in the Appendix. Such analytical mod-

els did not converge to consistent solutions. One source of this

inconsistency is apparent in the DD-neutron yield-over-clean

for the fuel shown in Fig. 3, which is less in the pure D2

implosions (25%) than in the 50:50 implosions (35%). The

pure deuterium fuel appears to be underperforming, in terms

of both DD-neutron yield and temperature, compared to the

50:50 D3He fuel. Such non-hydroequivalent performance has

been observed in the compression yield of ablatively driven

D3He targets, but with an opposite trend, such that 50:50

D3He-filled implosions underperformed relative to hydroequi-

valent D2 fills.23 This data underscores the value of a more

thorough study of the hydrodynamic equivalence of

shock-driven implosions in the future. One possible explana-

tion is that kinetic effects dominate the evolution of these

implosions prior to and during burn, such that models based

on hydrodynamic equivalence are inappropriate for explaining

the yield trends even in the D2 and 50:50 D3He cases.

A simulation technique incorporating RIK models in a

1D fluid-based radiation-hydrodynamic code was applied to

these experiments. The RIK models represent the effects of

kinetic transport of ion mass (ion diffusion) and energy (ion

thermal conduction), as well as the reduction in fusion reac-

tivity due to loss of energetic Maxwellian-tail ions

(Knudsen-layer depletion); each kinetic model includes a

single free parameter.21,34 These model parameters were

calibrated to a subset (four shots) and the entire set (eight

shots) of thin glass-shell D3He implosion data with compara-

ble fuel densities, as described in Ref. 12. Both calibrations

were applied to simulations of the experiments discussed

here, and the average and variance of these results is pre-

sented in Table I, along with the observed values for those

shots. The RIK models capture the trends of the observed

yields and ion temperatures much more accurately than the

clean simulations (Figs. 3 and 4), and produced 60% of the

observed D3He-proton yield for the pure 3He implosion

(#65278).

The effects of each of the three RIK models on the simu-

lations is presented in Figure 5, which shows the measured

data plotted as a function of deuterium fraction in the fuel,

compared to simulations run with the three RIK models

turned on sequentially. The “four-shot” calibrated parame-

ters were used for this study. Of the three RIK models, only

the ion diffusion model introduces the ion mass transport

necessary for generating significant D3He-proton yield from

a pure 3He implosion. With the ion kinetic parameters turned

off (the “clean” simulation in Fig. 5), the D3He-proton yield

from the pure 3He implosion dropped to �106.35 Including

ion diffusion in the simulations, the trend of the data is cap-

tured for both D3He-protons and DD-neutrons. It is notewor-

thy that in addition to reproducing the observed high

D3He-proton yields for pure 3He fuels (fD¼ 0), the ion diffu-

sion model also reproduces the observed low DD-neutron

yields for pure deuterium fuels (fD¼ 1). These features

strongly support the ion diffusive explanation of the

observed data. Knudsen-layer reactivity reduction and ion

thermal conduction both reduce the yields, better capturing

the absolute yields measured; reactivity reduction is pre-

dicted to be the stronger of these two effects.

The necessary conditions for strong ion diffusion at the

fuel-shell interface do not hold in ignition experiments gen-

erally, where the diffusion coefficient D / T5=2/ni remains

low throughout the experiment due to either low temperature

(prior to compression) or high density (during compres-

sion).8 However, ion diffusion has not previously been stud-

ied in high-energy-density experiments. Modifications to the

shock profile due to differential ion species diffusion could

result in changes to the fuel adiabat, altering the initial con-

ditions for compression and burn.36 This work will contrib-

ute to the calibration of ion diffusion models, such as the

FIG. 4. Nuclear burn-averaged temperatures recorded from the spectral line

width of the measured DD-neutrons (open diamonds, blue). DD-neutron

burn-averaged ion temperatures predicted from 1D-HYADES simulations

are shown for the total experiment (x, black) and for the shell only (stars,

grey).

TABLE I. Comparison of observed yields and temperatures with 1D fluid-based simulations including RIK models. For the RIK simulations, two sets of model

calibration parameters were applied and the results were averaged; the uncertainty indicates the variation between the two sets of parameters.

Shot Fuel

DD-neutrons (�1010) D3He-protons (� 1010) hTiiDD ðkeVÞ

Observed RIK Observed RIK Observed RIK

65273 D2 7.4 6 0.7 10 6 4 — — 16.3 6 0.5 14.6 6 1.0

65275 D3He 3.7 6 0.4 3.0 6 0.5 3.8 6 0.2 2.7 6 0.1 15.5 6 0.5 13.2 6 0.7

65278 3He 1.5 6 0.2 1.1 6 0.1 3.0 6 0.2 1.8 6 0.4 13.8 6 0.5 11.7 6 0.6
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RIK models discussed above, to further explore the impact

of such effects on ignition experiments.

B. Additional kinetic mechanisms

It has been shown that a non-hydrodynamic mecha-

nism is required to explain the results of these experiments.

Ion diffusion has been proposed as one possible explana-

tion, as discussed in Ref. 19 and above. Between shell

burn-through (�500 ps) and shock bang time (�700 ps),

the temperature of the plasma at the fuel-shell interface

increases by over a factor of 10 while the density drops,

increasing the rate of diffusion dramatically. In simulations

including a model of ion diffusion, an approximately

10 lm wide mix region forms prior to shock bang time,

which upon reshock generates yields comparable to those

observed. However, the initial promise of this ion diffusion

model does not rule out the possibility that other kinetic

mechanisms may play an important role in these experi-

ments. Several other kinetic mechanisms have been investi-

gated to determine the possible contributors to the

observed results.

1. Shock acceleration of deuterons

A mechanism mediated by electric fields at the shock

front has been investigated as a possible contributor to the

enhanced D3He-proton yield observed in these experiments.

Strong electric fields in the shock front37 will accelerate a

population of fast, directional deuterons ahead of the shock.

This shock reflection mechanism is similar to the shock

unloading or vaporization at a material-gas interface in

weak-shock scenarios,38 and has been studied previously in

simulated collisionless39,40 and collisional shocks.41 Recent

work using fully kinetic simulations of shocks breaking out

across fuel-shell interfaces has shown that, in some cases,

this mechanism is capable of introducing significant mix of

light shell ions into the fuel.10

Strong local electric fields E(x) of order 109 V/m have

been observed near shock fronts in ICF implosions using pro-

ton deflectometry.37,42 These fields generate an electric poten-

tial barrier U ¼ �
Ð x

0
E xð Þdx, which will reflect deuterons

lacking sufficient kinetic energy to surmount it. Electron diffu-

sion across the shock front is expected to dominate electric

field generation in these experiments, producing potentials on

the order of the post-shock electron temperature, U� Te/e.43

The electron pressure gradient will be used in these calcula-

tions to infer local electric field E(x)¼ –rPe/nee, for compari-

son of the appropriate scale for U, although it is approximately

an order of magnitude weaker than the expected source from

electron diffusion. This difference is a consequence of the

shock not being in a steady state due to continuing laser drive.

The fraction of deuterons accelerated is most readily

assessed in the reference frame of the shock front. In this frame,

inflowing deuterons have velocity vx ¼ ~ushock þ~vthð Þjx.

Reflected deuterons will satisfy the condition 0 < vx

<
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ZeU=m

p
, or translating back into the lab frame,

�ushock < vx <
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ZeU=m

p
� ushock. Integrating the distribu-

tion function over this range of velocities gives the fraction of

deuterons that will be accelerated by the shock. For a Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution, this is given by

facc ¼
1

2
Erf

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ZeU=m

p
� ushock

vth

 !
� Erf � ushock

vth

� �" #
;

(1)

where vth ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2T=m

p
is the thermal velocity of deuterons

upstream of the shock front. For a given vth, the accelerated

fraction is maximized when ZeU ¼ 2mu2
shock, and falls off

rapidly for ZeU < mu2
shock=2. In general, the accelerated frac-

tion will be larger when vth is small compared to the terms in

the numerator, though the maximum accelerated fraction is

above 80% when vth equals the shock velocity.

It is important to note that this formalism neglects colli-

sions of the reflected deuterons within the shock front. Such

collisions have been shown to inhibit reflection of deuterons

with short mean-free-paths, reducing the reflected fraction.10

However, the large gradients present at the shock front and

the dynamic nature of the reflection effect complicate a full

collisional estimate. This derivation provides an upper bound

for the reflected population, and a worst-case scenario in

terms of the expected mix.

FIG. 5. Measured (a) D3He-proton (red) and (b) DD-neutron (blue) yields as

a function of deuterium fraction and 3He fraction (fD¼ 1 – f3He), compared

to a simulation including RIK models (thick line) and “clean” simulations

(thin dashed). The RIK simulation shown was calibrated to four D3He-filled

thin-glass implosions with comparable fuel density. The individual effects

of the three RIK models (ion diffusion, Knudsen reactivity reduction by

tail-ion loss, and ion thermal conduction) are evaluated by turning the mod-

els on one at a time. Ion diffusion (grey dotted) recaptures the observed

trends in the data; Knudsen tail-ion loss (grey dotted-dashed) brings the

simulated yields closer to the measured yields. Ion thermal conduction has a

smaller effect in these simulations, compared to the other two models.
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Figure 6 shows the plasma rPe-induced electric poten-

tial near the time of shock breakout (270 ps) as calculated

from 1D HYADES simulations. At this time,

ushock � 115 lm=ns;UrPe � 0:1 kV;UTe � 1:6 kV. The CD

plasma in front of the shock is not fully ionized, with

Te¼ Ti� 30 eV, hZi ¼ 1:5, and ion density of order

1021 cm�3.44 Applying Eq. (1) to this plasma determines that

36% of the pre-shock deuterons are expected to be acceler-

ated by the potential UrPe, as shown in Figure 6. If the

potential scales with the much stronger UTe as is expected,

then 99% of the pre-shock deuterons will be accelerated by

this process.

Shock-accelerated deuterons within a mean-free-path of

the fuel-shell interface will stream into the 3He gas. Using a

model for scattering in strongly coupled plasmas,45

kMFP� 3 lm for deuterons traveling at 2ushock through the

plasma conditions described above. The expected number of

deuterons kinetically mixed into the 3He gas is calculated to

be faccnD 4pR2ð ÞkMFP � 3� 1015, assuming 99% reflection.

This is approximately 10% the number of 3He atoms in the

fuel.

The mean-free-path for these reflected deuterons in the

unshocked 3He plasma is approximately 3 lm. This value is

similar to the mean-free-path in the CD plasma because the
3He is pre-compressed by the blowdown of preheated CD

material. Once inside the 3He, the deuterons will thermalize

and move with the fluid throughout the implosion and burn.

Artificially introducing 3� 1015 deuterons into the outermost

3 lm of the 3He fuel in the simulations produces of order

1010 D3He-protons, comparable to what is observed. It is

worth noting that the shock will continue reflecting deuter-

ons as it passes through the fuel. In the latter scenario, the

shock may carry a population of “surfing” deuterons much

deeper into the fuel. If some or all of these deuterons later

thermalize volumetrically in the fuel, they will provide a uni-

form atomic mix background for fusion production at shock

bang-time. Such behavior could be diagnosed by imaging

the region of fusion burn in the experiment.46 The signature

of volumetric burn is predicted to be measurably different

from the ion-diffusion mechanism, which is expected to pro-

duce fusion yield in a narrow region near the fuel-shell

interface.

Baro-,8 electro-,9 and thermo-diffusion47 at the shock

front has recently been studied as a mechanism driving

species separation in mixed plasmas. In a CD plasma which

has not been fully ionized, pressure, electric-field, and ther-

mal terms are all expected to push deuterium ahead of the

shock.47 If deuterium is pushed ahead of the shock front by

these diffusion mechanisms, they would increase the popula-

tion of deuterium available for acceleration and mixture at

the fuel-shell interface.

An upper bound for the amount of shock accelerated

deuterium has been calculated to be comparable to the value

required to explain the data. Further theory and kinetic simu-

lations are required to estimate how much the accelerated

deuteron fraction is reduced from this prediction due to colli-

sionality in the shock front, and to understand the extent to

which this mechanism occurs in ignition experiments.

However, it is clear from these calculations that the strong

electric field at the shock front can significantly modify the

shock dynamics in these implosions and must be considered.

2. Beam-target fusion

Another mechanism which has been proposed to

account for this data is beam-target fusion, wherein a popula-

tion of directed ions encounters a plasma containing a reac-

tant species. Several mechanisms may create such a

non-thermal population of radially streaming ions in these

experiments, including shock acceleration as discussed in

Sec. IV B 1, insufficient thermalization times for the shocked

fuel, and loss of confinement of ions on the thermal high-

energy tail due to long mean-free-paths.34 It will be shown

that none of these beam-target mechanisms are expected to

produce significant fusion yield in these experiments.

a. Shock acceleration. The shock acceleration mecha-

nism described previously has been shown to generate a pop-

ulation of deuterons streaming into the 3He fuel. However

this population is not sufficiently energetic to generate sig-

nificant beam-target fusion. In any beam-target scenario, the

fusion probability depends very strongly on the velocity of

this directional population, as center of mass energy ECM of

the collision between ions 1 and 2 is ECM ¼
E1m2= m1 þ m2ð Þ / v2

1 if species 2 is at rest, and the D-3He

fusion cross section is roughly proportional to E3
CM for

ECM< 150 keV.48 At twice the shock velocity, the streaming

deuterons carry a kinetic energy of only 0.14 keV; and the

FIG. 6. (a) Radial lineout of electric

potential UrPe inferred from

1D-radiation-hydrodynamic simula-

tions, near shock-breakout from the

shell into the 3He fuel (t¼ 270 ps). The

plasma in front of the shock (red x) has

T� 30 eV and ni� 1021. (b) The frac-

tion of deuterons in front of the shock

below a given kinetic energy in the

shock frame. Comparing this curve to

the potential jump at the shock front

(dashed red line) shows that a large

fraction of deuterons (>30%) will be

“reflected” by the shock and launched

into the 3He fuel at approximately

twice the shock velocity.
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collisional center-of-mass energy for these deuterons on

static 3He is ECM¼ 0.6ED� 0.08 keV. This energy is low

enough that it is unlikely that any of the accelerated deuter-

ons will fuse with a 3He ion at this stage.

Reflection of 3He ions by the rebounding shock after

shock convergence will produce a population of much more

energetic ions, as the shock strength and shock velocity

increase significantly with spherical convergence. However,

the shock acceleration mechanism is less efficient at shock

rebound than at shock breakout. The electric field strength

due to the electron pressure gradient and electron tempera-

ture sources are roughly comparable at shock rebound

(�1 keV). Electron-ion thermal equilibration is of order 10

ns at shock rebound, which is long compared to dynamical

timescales: for example, the fusion burn duration was meas-

ured to have a full-width at half maximum of 180 ps. The

shock thermal energy is not transferred efficiently to the

electrons and electron temperature remains in the range of

3–5 keV. On the basis of Eq. (1), it is expected that the frac-

tion of shock-accelerated 3He ions is less than 1%.

An approximate fusion yield for this reflected popula-

tion was calculated based on 1D HYADES simulations.

Profiles of density, temperature, and plasma flow velocity in

the CD shell and a model of plasma stopping power49 were

used to determine the energy as a function of distance for a
3He ion with known initial energy escaping the implosion.

The collisional center-of-mass energy of the 3He ion with

thermal deuterons was calculated for each zone, taking into

account the background plasma flow, and a parametrized

D-3He fusion cross-section model48 was used to determine

the total fusion probability. Assuming 1% of 3He ions are

reflected at the shock front and travel at twice the rebound

shock velocity, the beam-target fusion generated is approxi-

mately 1.4� 109, which is an order of magnitude below the

observed yields.

Simple energetics arguments suggest that explaining the

results with a shock-reflected 3He population is implausible.

A 3He ion traveling at this speed contains 168 keV of kinetic

energy. If 20% of the 3He ions were reflected, as would be

required to explain the observed yield using this mechanism

alone, this population would contain 160 J of kinetic energy,

which is approximately the total energy delivered to the 3He

plasma by the implosion. Even a fraction of this number

would begin to significantly drain the energy of the rebound

shock, thereby inhibiting further reflection.

b. Non-thermalized shock energy. If upon shock conver-

gence the 3He plasma is not fully thermalized due to long

thermalization times, the radially inward-directed 3He fluid

might directly produce a population of radially

outward-directed 3He ions after convergence. At shock con-

vergence, the calculated ion-ion thermalization times are in

excess of 1 ns, which is long compared to dynamical time-

scales (�200 ps). Such a population would be expected to

maintain velocity v3He equal to or less than the fluid velocity

behind the incoming shock, v1. In simulations of these

experiments, the mass-average incoming fluid velocity

hv1i ¼ 1100 lm=ns just prior to shock convergence, which is

approximately 70% of the rebound shock velocity. The

center-of-mass energy would thus be �0.14� that of the

shock-accelerated 3He considered above, and the fusion

reactivity reduced by a factor of approximately 400. The pre-

dicted yield from this mechanism was calculated using the

same technique as was used for the shock acceleration mech-

anism. Assuming all 3He are radially directed outward at

hv1i, the predicted yield due to non-thermalized, shocked
3He is less than 1� 108, over two orders of magnitude lower

than the observed yields.

c. Long mean-free-paths. Loss of ion confinement due to

long ion-ion mean-free-paths34 provides another kinetic

source of radially directed, high-energy 3He ions in these

experiments. Given the low density and high temperatures

produced in the central plasma, the mean-free-path of 3He

ions at peak compression are expected to be approximately

equal to the radius of the shell at peak convergence. In this

scenario, kinetic effects have been shown to play a strong

role in the dynamics of fusion yield production.12 In particu-

lar, the mean-free-path of the energetic ions which dominate

fusion production is several times longer than the thermal

mean-free-path. The energetic 3He ions are free to stream

into the remaining CD plasma, where fusion reactions can

occur with a probability determined by the collisional cen-

ter-of-mass energy as the ions slow down.

An upper bound to the total yield generated from this

mechanism was calculated by assuming all 3He ions in the

plasma are in a thermalized distribution and escape radially

into the CD plasma without first slowing on the 3He.50 The

fusion probability was calculated for each initial ion energy

as above, and then weighted by the number of ions with that

energy in a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for the selected

ion temperature. This calculation produces approximately

6� 109 D3He reactions, a factor of 5 less than the yields

observed.

Although it has been shown that these mechanisms are

not likely to be strong enough to play a significant role in

the experiments, it is worth considering what experimental

signatures might be used to differentiate between yields pro-

duced by various mechanisms. One signature of a beam-

target mechanism would be broadening of the fusion product

spectral lines. For thermal plasmas, the fusion spectral line

width is Doppler broadened by center-of-mass velocity of

the reacting ions, and is roughly proportional to the square

root of the ion temperature.51,52 This effect is exacerbated in

the “spherical beam-target” scenario described above, as the

center-of-mass velocity of each reaction is radially directed

outward from the plasma. Following Ref. 52, the observed

particle energy of a fusion product from a reaction with cen-

ter-of-mass velocity VCM is

E01 ¼
1

2
m01V2

CM þ
m02

m01 þ m02
Qþ Kð Þ

þ jVCMjcos h

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2m01m02

m01 þ m02
Qþ Kð Þ

s
; (2)

where m0 are the fusion product masses, Q is the energy

released by the fusion reaction, K is the total kinetic energy
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in the center-of-mass system (K 	 Q), and h is the angle

between the center-of-mass velocity and the direction of the

nuclear product. The broadening of the spectral peak is gov-

erned by the (directional) cos h term. In a thermal plasma,

VCM–th will have a roughly normal distribution and h will be

independent of where the reaction occurs in the plasma. In

the beam-target reactions described above, jVCM�beamj is

roughly constant and h is correlated to reaction location: for

the “near” side of the implosion, h¼ 0, whereas for the “far”

side, h¼ p. The fusion product energy is thus a function of

angle, E0ðhÞ ¼ E00 þ E0beam cos h, where E0beam ¼ VCM�beamffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Qm01m02=ðm01 þ m02Þ

p
. Taking the 2nd moment of E(h), and

rewriting VCM–beam in terms of the beam-particle energy

E1 ¼ ðm1 þ m2Þ2V2
CM�beam=2m1, the spectral width of the

fusion products is obtained as

r2
beam ¼

4

3

m01m02
m01 þ m02
� � m1

m1 þ m2ð Þ2
ðQþ KÞE1: (3)

This derivation is identical to the thermal case, except

with E1 / V2
CM�beam in lieu of hV2

CM�thi. In the case of ener-

getic 3He fusing with a static shell of D, the formula for pro-

ton spectral width may be simplified to

r2
beam � E1ð2340 keVÞ. By comparison with the well-known

relationship for D3He protons from a thermal fusion source,

r2
th � Tið5880 keVÞ, it is clear that a radially symmetric pop-

ulation with energy E1 in excess of 2.5 times the thermal

energy will produce a wider spectral line than the thermal

ions.51 For the calculations described above, 3He ions at the

shock velocity carry 40 keV, and would generate a proton

line width (r� 300 keV) equivalent to 16 keV thermal tem-

perature. Such temperatures are reasonably achieved in these

and similar experiments, and as such could not be discrimi-

nated using this technique. However shock-accelerated 3He

ions carrying 160 keV would generate a proton line width

(r� 600 keV) equivalent to 64 keV, which would be unrea-

sonably high and represent a measurable signature of this

effect.

V. CONCLUSION

Several kinetic mechanisms were considered as possible

contributing factors to mix in implosions of thin CD-shells

filled with pure 3He, which have previously been shown to

produce yield equivalent to that from 50:50 D3He fill due to

a non-hydrodynamic mix mechanism. Fluid simulations

including reduced ion kinetic models match the observed

trends of yield and ion temperature in these implosions,

strengthening the case for ion diffusion. Of the other models

considered, electric field acceleration of the deuterium ions

at the shock front is predicted to have the strongest effect. As

shocks break out across the fuel-shell interface, a substantial

fraction of deuterons near the interface are accelerated to

approximately twice the shock speed, and deuterons within a

mean-free path of the interface are free to stream into the
3He plasma. An upper bound for the number of deuterons

accelerated is calculated to be comparable to the number

required to explain the yield results. Several “beam-target”

fusion mechanisms were considered, but all are predicted to

produce yield at least an order of magnitude below what was

observed. Fully kinetic simulations of such implosions, espe-

cially of shock breakout across the fuel-shell interface, will

be highly informative in terms of better understanding the

detailed mechanics of kinetic mix in these implosions, and

their application to other experiments of interest, such as

CH/DT interfaces in ignition experiments. Upcoming imag-

ing of the nuclear burn region will provide additional data

for further determining the dominant mechanism of

non-hydrodynamic mix in these experiments.
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APPENDIX: ANALYTICAL YIELD MODEL

An analytical model based on hydroequivalence of the

fuels was developed to constrain the amount of mix. The nu-

clear yields are given by volume and time integrals of the re-

active ion species densities and the reactivity, as follows:

YDD�n ¼
ð
ðn2

D=2ÞhrviDDdVdt;

YD3He�p ¼
ð

nDn3HehrviD3HedVdt:
(A1)

The hydroequivalence of the different fills implies that

the evolution of temperature and mass-density profiles of

each experiment are the same to zeroth order. The species

densities ni in Eq. (A1) may be rewritten in terms of mass

density q, which is identical for all experiments, and the deu-

terium number fraction fD, as follows: nD ¼ qfD=mpð3� fDÞ;
n3He ¼ qð1� fDÞ=mpð3� fDÞ. Assuming fD does not evolve

within an implosion, it may be removed from the integral,

and a scaling of yield versus fD derived.

Two sources of DD-neutron yield are expected: yield

from the deuterium in the initial gas fill and yield from the

deuterium in the shell. While the former is expected to fol-

low the hydroequivalent scaling YDDðfDÞ ¼ YDDðfD ¼ 1Þ
4f 2

D=ð3� fDÞ2,23 the latter should be approximately constant

for the unmixed fuel region in all experiments.

Attempts to constrain a model of the different yield-

producing regions to the data based on the dual assumptions

of fuel hydroequivalence and perturbative deuterium mix

into the fuel did not converge to a consistent solution. A

model for the DD-neutron yields was developed by assuming

that the yield from the CD-shell is equal in all experiments,

the yield from the fuel scales as n2
D, and the initially hydroe-

quivalent fuels were perturbed by an equal amount of shell-

deuterium mix in all experiments. The deuterium density is
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modeled as nD ! nD þ nmix ¼ ðq=mpÞ fD=ð3� fDÞ þ fmix=2½ �.
This model has three variables: shell yield, fuel yield from a

“clean” D2 implosion, and mix fraction. Using the

DD-neutron data from the experiments presented in Fig. 3,

for which fD¼ 0, 0.5, and 1, to solve this system of equa-

tions, the model does not converge to a reasonable solution:

the shell yield is required to be consistent with 0, while mix

generates the majority of yield for all deuterium fractions.

Such a strongly mixed scenario violates the condition of

hydroequivalence. Additionally, this scenario is inconsistent

with burn-average ion temperature data (Fig. 4): the temper-

atures from the pure 3He implosions are in good agreement

with simulations, which predict shell-yield only, whereas a

higher burn-average temperature would be expected if volu-

metrically mixed deuterium were dominant.

As discussed in Sec. IV A, the assumption of hydroequi-

valent yield performance in these implosions is likely to be

invalidated by the kinetic nature of the plasmas. The much

better agreement with the observed yield and temperature

trends produced by simulations including reduced ion kinetic

models, as compared to “clean” hydrodynamic simulations

(see Figure 5), supports this finding.
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